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Chapter 441 
 
A word to the effect that he didn't like you. He was recognized as a beautiful man by the girls in China, 
so people thought he was very handsome, but today someone said he looked at him in a bad way, it was 
the first time he heard someone say that about him. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan he heard what the person meant, wasn't it that he despised him for coming on a 
motorbike? He had just asked him what kind of gift he wanted to give to Zhang Bening, so he must have 
wanted to humiliate him properly in the aspect of giving gifts. The gift Chen Hao Xuan was prepared to 
give exceeded the products of this 21st century, so no matter what gift the person who just despised 
Chen Hao Xuan gave to Zhang Bening, it could not exceed Chen Hao Xuan's gift. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan stood up and followed behind that man as he said secretly in his heart, "Don't you 
want to compare? Then let's compare." 
 
 
 
        After waiting for ten minutes, as for it was the turn of the man who had just despised Chen 
Haoxuan, everyone else handed the gift box to Zhang Bening directly and did not open it to take out the 
gift, but that man was so ignorant, perhaps because he wanted to let others know that the gift he gave 
was extraordinary and wanted more people to share this joy with him. The man opened the present and 
took out a pearl, which was as big as a ping pong ball, a pearl that big was the best of the best: "Happy 
birthday, Miss Zhang, I bought this little pearl from Rice at a high price, a small gift is no token of 
respect, you must accept it." 
 
 
 
        Although Zhang Bening was born in a famous family, she had seen numerous gold and silver jewels, 
but it was the first time she had seen a pearl as big as a ping pong ball, she was ecstatic to receive the 
gift and said excitedly, "Song Yong, thank you for the gift, I like it very much." 
 
 
 
        "It's good that Miss Zhang likes it, hehehe ......." Song Yong said happily, her company was now in 
need of the Tianma Group, otherwise she wouldn't have paid a high price for such a large pearl from 
Rice to give to Zhang Bening. 
 
 
 
        It was Chen Haoxuan's turn to give the gift, Chen Haoxuan handed the gift to Zhang Bening, Zhang 
Bening was immediately excited, no matter what gift Chen Haoxuan gave, she would like it very much 



and would use it to treasure it, because Chen Haoxuan's status was too high. Accepting the gift handed 
over by Chen Haoxuan, Zhang Bening was ecstatic and said, "Boss Chen, I'm already excited that you can 
come to my birthday party, I'm embarrassed that you even gave me a gift, but I'm too embarrassed not 
to accept it since you gave it to me, thank you." 
 
 
 
        Before Chen Haoxuan could say anything, Song Yong spoke up, "Miss Zhang, I just heard this Boss 
Chen say that the gift he gave me is even more precious than mine, if Miss Zhang doesn't mind, I wonder 
if we can have an eye-opening experience?" 
 
 
 
        "This ...... this ......." Zhang Bening looked at Chen Haoxuan, this gift was from Chen Haoxuan, Chen 
Haoxuan didn't nod, she wouldn't dare to open it in front of so many people. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan understood Zhang Bening's concern, he spoke out to Zhang Bening and said, "The 
gift is given to you, you are yours now, open it if you want to!" 
 
 
 
        "Bening, open it and take a look! Miss Zhang, let's see what is more precious than a pearl as big as a 
ping pong ball ......." The people in the living room were up in arms, fearing that the world would not be 
upset. 
 
 
 
        Zhang Bening was forced to do so, so many people were asking for it, and if she didn't unwrap it, 
she would be not giving face to the people who came to celebrate her birthday today. Zhang Bening 
unwrapped the gift given to her by Chen Haoxuan, it was a fine perfume bottle with a green liquid 
inside, it was obviously a bottle of perfume. 
 
 
 
        Once again, in a tone of contempt, Song Yong said to Chen Haoxuan, "I thought it was something 
nice! It turns out to be a bottle of perfume, this perfume is only a few thousand dollars at most, 
compared to mine, it doesn't even compare to that box I have for gifts." 
 
 
 
        Ma Yichen, who smilingly said to Zhang Bening, "Bening, there is an instruction sheet inside the box, 
take a closer look at what it is." 
 
 
 



        Zhang Bening picked up the instruction sheet placed in the box, took a look and couldn't help but 
exclaim, "This is not perfume, this is a strange medicine, smearing this green liquid onto your skin will 
make your skin better than a baby, wow, better than beauty products. If you have a trauma, smear it on 
and the next day it will be back as good as new, you won't even have a scar. If you have a scar smear a 
little bit on it and the next day the scar will be gone and the skin disease will be cured ...... This stuff is 
like a holy medicine for external use." 
 
 
 
        "Liar, yes, it must be a lie, Miss Zhang, you must not believe him, there is no such powerful 
medicine in this world." Song Yong looked like he didn't believe it to death and said. 
 
 
 
        "Just try it, if it's a big wound, it will only heal the next day if you smear this medicine, if it's a small 
wound, the wound will heal in a few minutes. Ma Yichen, you try it." Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan called, even if Ma Yichen did not want to, he walked up to Chen Haoxuan and said 
with a little worry, "How do I try it?" 
 
 
 
        "Hold out your hand." Chen Haoxuan said with an evil smile. 
 
 
 
        Ma Yichen stretched out his hand, Chen Haoxuan raised his right foot and swung his right hand 
towards his right foot, then everyone saw a flash of silver light on Ma Yichen's wrist. It was Chen 
Haoxuan's dagger, and when Chen Haoxuan's dagger cut across Ma Yichen's wrist, Ma Yichen didn't feel 
anything at all. 
 
 
 
        "Yi Chen, your wrist is bleeding." Zhang Bening exclaimed nervously. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan took out a tissue and wiped it on the wound on Ma Yichen's wrist, then spoke out, 
"Everyone saw it! This wound isn't very deep, but it will bleed out quite a lot if you don't care." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan's right hand waved once again and the perfume bottle in Zhang Bei Ning's hand was 
snatched away by Chen Hao Xuan, who twisted it open and poured some green liquid into the wound on 
Ma Yichen's wrist. Then he handed the perfume bottle to Zhang Bening again and said, "His wound will 
heal within a minute." 



 
 
 
        Everyone in the living room stopped talking and all were staring at Ma Yichen's wound, which 
immediately stopped bleeding as soon as the green liquid was applied to it, but it was not known 
whether the wound was fully healed or not, as the green liquid on the wound blocked it. 
 
 
 
        Song Yongzai was watching his watch to keep track of the time, and as soon as a minute had passed, 
he spoke out, "Time's up." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan smiled, and the tissue in his hand once again wiped the wound on Ma Yichen's 
wrist, the green liquid was wiped off, and there was no wound on Ma Yichen's wrist! The only thing that 
was different from before was that his skin had turned a bit whiter. "This medicine is divine, once you 
rub it on, it heals in a minute, it's amazing." Ma Yichen exclaimed. 
 
 
 
        "With this bottle of medicine, it's better than any beauty product, hehehe ......." Zhang Bening 
gripped the perfume bottle tightly, as if she was afraid that others would grab it from her. 
 
 
 
        The **part** that came here were all businessmen, and when they saw that this medicine from 
Chen Haoxuan had such an effect, they all looked at Chen Haoxuan like a wolf, as if they wanted to 
devour Chen Haoxuan alive. The medicine that Chen Haoxuan gave to Zhang Bening was a huge fortune 
for them, think about it! This medicine can beautify and also cure trauma, if such a medicine is produced 
and sold, I believe people all over the world will rush to buy it, after all, the effect of this medicine is too 
good. 
 
 
 
        Song Yong he awkwardly went to a small corner and stayed there, originally he wanted to humiliate 
Chen Hao Xuan properly and show off well in front of these successful people by the way, but not to 
have all the scenery snatched away by Chen Hao Xuan. 
 
 
 
        After Chen Hao Xuan returned to the first floor, people kept coming to him, all of them with the 
same purpose, that is, to cooperate with him in making the medicine he had just given to Zhang Bening. 
No one understands the profit and value of the medicine that Chen Hao Xuan gave to Zhang Bening 
better than he does. Jiang Dong and the others could not become so strong without this medicine, 
which is not only cosmetic and healing, but can also change a person's constitution. Chen Hao Xuan did 
not dare to produce this medicine for sale, because if he really did that, the world would become a very 



chaotic place, and everyone would want to become a master, instead of thinking of settling down and 
working in peace as they do now. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan refused all those who wanted to cooperate with him, but still could not stop the 
enthusiasm of the businessmen, and finally forced Chen Hao Xuan to stand up and try to leave. When 
Chen Haoxuan came down from the first floor, Ma Yichen saw Chen Haoxuan coming down the stairs 
and heading for the door, he immediately ran over and shouted to Chen Haoxuan, "Boss Chen, wait." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan stopped and turned around, seeing that it was Ma Yichen, and said in a loud voice, 
"Is something wrong?" 
 
 
 
        "My dad and my father-in-law want to see you, can you do me the honour of going to see them?" 
Ma Yichen was a little embarrassed and said to Chen Haoxuan, his dad and his father-in-law were sort of 
fans of Chen Haoxuan, they admired Chen Haoxuan's business skills. 
 
 
 
        "Alright! You lead the way." Chen Haoxuan said readily, Chen Haoxuan had many friends in 
business, but not many real friends, Ma Yichen was considered one, and Chen Haoxuan was too 
embarrassed to refuse his friend's request. 
 
 
 
        Ma Yichen took Chen Haoxuan to a guest room, and as soon as Chen Haoxuan entered, he heard, 
"Hello, Boss Chen." 
 
 
 
        Ma Yichen and Zhang Bening's family were all here, I'm afraid, and all of them stood on either side 
of a long dining table, greeting Chen Haoxuan respectfully. "Everyone please sit down, don't be too 
polite, just feel free." Chen Haoxuan said with a smile. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan came today on an empty stomach, there were plenty of pastries and wine in the 
living room, but no food was used, this guest room was different, the long dining table was filled with 
delicious food, Chen Haoxuan's appetite increased just by looking at it. "I'm starving, I don't think you've 
had dinner either! So what are you waiting for, let's all move our chopsticks!" Chen Hao Xuan said and 
was not polite, his hand directly took a large lobster, peeled the shell and bit into it. 
 
 
 



        Ma Yichen and Zhang Bening's family members ate their food in small bites, chatting with Chen 
Haoxuan every now and then. They were asking Chen Haoxuan for business tips. Don't underestimate 
these business tips, they are priceless treasures that money can't buy, and only a generous person like 
Chen Haoxuan would be willing to teach others. 
 
 
 
        The meal was a great success for Zhang Bening and Ma Yichen's family, who learned a lot about 
business from Chen Haoxuan. It was a pity that they did not get to work with Chen Hao Xuan, but what 
consoled them was that Chen Hao Xuan proposed that they take money to invest in one of his 
companies, which Chen Hao Xuan had proposed and would definitely make a lot of money. 
 
 
 
Chapter 442 
 
After Chen Haoxuan left Zhang Bening's house. People who came to Zhang Bening's birthday party have 
asked Zhang Bening's family about Chen Haoxuan's identity. Chen Haoxuan did not want people to 
pester him, and now that Chen Haoxuan was gone, it was okay to reveal Chen Haoxuan's identity. In 
addition, revealing Chen Haoxuan's identity would be beneficial to Zhang Bening's family, at least it 
would let others know that their family was familiar with Chen Haoxuan, otherwise how else could they 
invite the famous Chen Haoxuan to a birthday gathering. 
 
 
 
        When Zhang Bening's family announced Chen Haoxuan's identity, everyone present was stunned 
that the man with the ordinary suit was Chen Haoxuan, whom they had just despised several times! 
They regretted that they had not seized the opportunity to get to know Chen Haoxuan. Imagine if they 
got to know Chen Haoxuan and Chen Haoxuan gave you a deal when he was happy, wouldn't you be 
rich. 
 
 
 
        Song Yong his face was embarrassed, he remembered what he had just said to Chen Haoxuan, 
country bumpkin, which seemed to suit him better. Song Yong was a little worried that Chen Hao Xuan 
would deal with his family's company for this, if that was the case, the collapse of his family's company 
was certain. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was a big shot, he had money and status, and there was no telling how many people 
had eyes for him and spoke ill of him behind his back. If Chen Hao Xuan were to retaliate, then Chen Hao 
Xuan would not need to do business, just deal with those who badmouth him every day, this is the 
behavior of a villain, Chen Hao Xuan would not do that! But in advance is not too much, otherwise even 
if Chen Hao Xuan is busy, Chen Hao Xuan will come out to get justice for himself. 
 
 
 



        Another week of busy days passed, and one day a week later, Chen Yina, who was the secretary, 
went to look for Chen Haoxuan in a hurry. In Chen Haoxuan's villa, Chen Yina said anxiously to Chen 
Haoxuan, "Brother Xuan, Rice is now restricting the export of steel, making many of our factories unable 
to operate, Brother Xuan, please do something." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan did not show the expression Chen Yina expected, Chen Hao Xuan said smilingly, 
"Nana, don't worry! Don't you forget what I can do, I can even make an all-powerful mobile phone, so 
how difficult is it to practice steel?" 
 
 
 
        Chen Yina said in disbelief, "Brother Xuan, the steel practiced in Rice is the best in the world, and 
many parts of our equipment are made of steel like that in Rice. Many steel training plants in our 
country can't train better steel than Rice, brother Xuan, can you really do it?" 
 
 
 
        "Main root server, you know what? If I told you that I made one and a few secondary root servers, 
would you believe me?" Chen Haoxuan smiled and said to Chen Yina. Chen Hao Xuan had made them 
when he was in the Dragon Group, just to protect against Rice. 
 
 
 
        "Brother Xuan, you're not kidding, right?" Chen Yina said in surprise, the main root server she knew, 
that was to be used to manage the main directory of the internet, such advanced things could not be 
made casually, it required super high technology and a lot of materials, her brother Xuan could actually 
make such a high tech thing, she couldn't help but think in her heart, could it be that her brother Xuan 
was invincible? 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan waved his hand and said smugly, "Why would I lie to you! Besides, I can't lie to 
anyone but my wife! I disappeared for two years before, and it was during these two years that I made 
out in a mysterious base. So practicing top grade steel is easy for me, and the steel I practiced is several 
times better than the one practiced in Rice. Isn't he restricting us? Ohhhh ......, then we restrict them as 
well, the steel we practice ourselves, we use it ourselves and don't sell them a single pound." 
 
 
 
        Seeing Chen Haoxuan's confident look, Chen Yina was somewhat convinced, she was no longer in a 
hurry, she smiled and said to Chen Haoxuan, "Brother Xuan, now many factories are waiting for steel to 
make parts, when will you start teaching the art of steel training?" 
 
 
 



        Chen Hao Xuan had so many enterprises, and there were at least dozens of factories that needed 
rice steel, so if they stopped production for one day, they would lose a huge amount of money, so they 
needed to practice good steel as soon as possible. "You tell all those factories that have stopped 
production to take two days off and come back to work in two. I'm going to find Wang Long now, his 
family has a steel training plant." 
 
 
 
        Chen Yina left, Chen Hao Xuan put on his jacket and drove his motorbike to Xinshan City to find 
Wang Long, every time Chen Hao Xuan drove this motorbike for racing, Chen Hao Xuan felt shabby and 
planned to get this done and make a trip back to the Dragon Group to get one of the motorbikes made 
by Speedy. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan took ten bodyguards with him to drive the motorbike to the city of Hsinshan. Since 
the last time when he was attacked by Ai Beier, Chen Hao Xuan basically took ten or so bodyguards with 
him when he went out. They were all experts, driving so fast! A journey of more than an hour, they 
arrived in less than half an hour. 
 
 
 
        When they arrived at Wang Long's villa, seeing that it was exactly the same as his own, Chen 
Haoxuan couldn't help but remember Wang Long's compliment to him once, that it was too lang to be a 
designer, and wondered if Wang Long would still say that now. After ringing the doorbell a few times, a 
middle-aged woman soon trotted over to open the door, looking at her dress she should be the nanny of 
Wang Long's family. 
 
 
 
        "May I ask which one of you is looking for?" The nanny asked Chen Haoxuan politely. 
 
 
 
        Although the other party was a nanny, Chen Haoxuan did not look down on the other party in the 
slightest, he politely said, "Auntie, my name is Chen Haoxuan, I am here to look for Wang Long, I wonder 
if he is home now?" 
 
 
 
        "Ah..., so it's Boss Chen, come in quickly, Mr. Wang is in the house having tea!" The nanny said 
excitedly, the world class tycoon called her auntie, this made her, the nanny, excited to give Chen 
Haoxuan a warm hug, good thing she restrained herself, otherwise she might have scared Chen Haoxuan 
away. 
 
 
 



        The nanny opened the iron door and then ran quickly to inform Wang Long. She had been a nanny 
for so long that she knew what to do, and for a big shot like Chen Haoxuan, she needed to inform Wang 
Long before Chen Haoxuan entered the house, so that Wang Long would come out to greet Chen 
Haoxuan personally, so that she could show Wang Long's respect for Chen Haoxuan. 
 
 
 
        The nanny, probably because she was old, was already out of breath when she ran back into the 
house, and as soon as she got back inside, she shouted, "Mr. Wang, Chen Haoxuan is here, go and greet 
him." 
 
 
 
        "Chen Haoxuan?" Wang Long, who was reading the newspaper, threw it away and ran out, Chen 
Haoxuan was very important to him, he had his current position absolutely without Chen Haoxuan, all of 
Chen Haoxuan's factories, buildings, companies, etc., most of them were given to him to take charge of, 
even now he still had twenty projects in his hands handed to him by Chen Haoxuan's men, if it wasn't for 
Chen Haoxuan's support, he might still be a small-time builder now. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, I've waited for years and finally got you here." Wang Long greeted Chen Hao Xuan 
warmly when he saw him. 
 
 
 
        "Wang Long, you've put on weight again, looks like you've had a good time." Chen Haoxuan and 
Wang Long gave a warm hug and joked. 
 
 
 
        "It's all thanks to your support, otherwise my life wouldn't be so comfortable." Wang Long said 
gratefully. 
 
 
 
        "Hehehe ......, that's as it should be, who made us good friends! The fatty water will not flow into 
the field of outsiders!" Chen Hao Xuan said. 
 
 
 
        "Yes, yes, Hao Xuan, come on, go inside, I'll make you Biluochun myself." Wang Long said happily. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan's bodyguards, two stayed at the front door, two stayed at the door of the living 
room, two stood behind Chen Haoxuan, and the others were responsible for patrolling the villa. If he 
had such a bodyguard, he could bring out how dignified he would be! 



 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan had a lot of good tea, all from the Dragon Group, which was many times better than 
the Biluochun brewed by Wang Long. As soon as Chen Hao Xuan sat down, he said directly to Wang 
Long, "Wang Long, don't make tea, I've come to see you urgently, I want to give you the steel training 
technique, and I want all the steel that comes out. Don't you compare my technology with the domestic 
technology, my steel training technology is several times better than the steel training technology in 
Rice." 
 
 
 
        "Really?" Wang Long was full of excitement, he didn't know how many factories Chen Hao Xuan 
had, only that there were many, many more, so he believed that even if he only sold to Chen Hao Xuan, 
he could make just as much money. 
 
 
 
        "Of course it's true, if you have nothing to do for now, we'll go to your steel training factory now." 
Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        "It's fine, even if something is wrong it's bigger than if it wasn't you, go, I'll take you there." Wang 
Long said boldly. 
 
 
 
        When Wang Long saw the motorbike Chen Haoxuan was driving, he couldn't help but stare, thinking 
to himself that Chen Haoxuan was so frugal, so rich that he didn't buy a fancy car to drive, but drove this 
motorbike instead. 
 
 
 
        People who despised Chen Haoxuan for driving a motorbike, Chen Haoxuan himself was used to 
seeing them all, so Chen Haoxuan simply ignored them. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan followed Wang Long's car with a group of bodyguards on a motorbike. Wang Long's 
family's steel training factory was one of the largest in a province, because their family itself was 
engaged in construction, and every building required a large amount of steel, which was incredibly 
profitable, so once their business got good, they built their own steel training factory, and the steel they 
trained was not very good, but it was still fine for building houses. 
 
 
 



        When he arrived at Wang Long's steel mill, Chen Hao Xuan took a tour of the mill and felt that it was 
very good, the equipment was new and all of it was MiG, but the equipment was good and the steel was 
not. With Wang Long playing the role, Chen Hao Xuan immediately took over the steel mill and all the 
people had to listen to his orders. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan modified some of the steel training equipment before he began to direct the 
workers to train steel. When he trained a furnace of steel, the technicians in the steel training factory all 
marvelled that it was good steel. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan's factory was waiting for steel! So Chen Hao Xuan continued practising steel without 
stopping. 
 
 
 
        The next day, in a luxurious office in Rice, a beautiful secretary pushed the door in and respectfully 
said to the man inside the office, "Sir, according to our spies in China, Chen Hao Xuan has trained better 
steel than ours in the new city. So our restriction of steel has no effect at all on Chen Hao Xuan now, 
instead it is costing us a lot." 
 
 
 
Chapter 443 
 
There was a loud bang. A desk was smashed in two. "Who the hell is he, Chen Hao Xuan? He knows 
everything and his technology is far beyond our country, if we let him continue to develop like this, the 
title of the number one in technology and the number one power will be someone else's." A strong 
black man roared. 
 
 
 
        The beautiful secretary spoke out, "Sir, doesn't Chen Hao Xuan only recruit Chinese people? We can 
send senior spies who can disguise themselves to learn their techniques." 
 
 
 
        The strong black man clapped his hand and snapped, the sound shook the beautiful secretary, 
which showed how strong this strong black man was. "Good, that's a good idea, I'll do it this way, you 
leave one of those who know the disguise art to hand over to the other spies, and send the rest to China 
to learn Chen Hao Xuan's techniques. When we learn all his techniques, we will never have to worry 
about him threatening our position again because he doesn't have as many resources as we do, 
hahahahaha ......." The strong black man said happily. 
 
 
 



        The technology Chen Hao Xuan took out now was only seven or eight years beyond modern times 
and did not take out the higher technology, which might have pissed off the group in Rice if they knew 
about it. 
 
 
 
        The steel mills in Rice are very popular, and many parts of machines need steel of Rice's grade to be 
made. Once Rice restricted exports, many companies that rely on the steel practiced by the Rice people 
to produce were anxious as hell. It was a good thing that such restrictions were lifted the next day, 
otherwise many people would have lost huge amounts of money. 
 
 
 
        Although the restriction on steel exports was lifted in Rice, Chen Hao Xuan still did not stop 
practicing steel, he Rice people do not want to sell him steel, then he will produce it himself, because he 
does not like to look at other people's faces to do things. Wang Long's steel training plant is big, but the 
steel produced is only enough to supply Chen Hao Xuan's factories in China, and selling to other 
factories is not yet possible. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was not going to let the rice people have a good time, he wanted to steal the 
business, he took out 200 million RMB to invest in Wang Long's steel training plant, accounting for 60% 
of the shares, and intended to expand Wang Long's steel training plant by three or four times. Chen Hao 
Xuan gave Wang Long an order that the steel mill with his shares could only train top quality steel, and 
that the poorer steel would not be allowed to be trained, so if he wanted to train the poorer steel, he 
could build another steel mill himself. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan handed over the management of the steel mill to Wang Long, and of course, he 
himself was the boss! This is the highest level of business, after taking care of things, just wait for the 
money to be counted. 
 
 
 
        The best steel is generally used to make such important parts, which are durable and safer. So Chen 
Hao Xuan expanded Wang Long's steel training plant by three or four times, enough to provide for the 
consumption of several countries. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan took a stake in Wang Long's steel training factory, holding sixty percent of the 
shares, so this steel training factory is no longer a matter of Wang Long's words, but Chen Hao Xuan's. 
Wang Long lost his power, but he gained huge benefits and Chen Hao Xuan's trust, so he was not sad, 
but happy. 
 
 



 
        A few days later, Chen Hao Xuan's went to Chen's village after he came from the city of Xinshan, 
and returned to Chen's village to start the work of recruitment again. Recruitment sounded simple and 
seemed to be of little importance, and many people thought so. But Chen Haoxuan does not think so, he 
thinks recruitment is the most difficult, because recruiting a good talent, there is one more person to 
share their pressure, but also one more person to make money for themselves, and he also thinks that a 
good business, there will certainly be a good leader, in turn is not a good leader is a good business, he 
recruited one more talent, is equivalent to a good business. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan is now more than just recruiting, whenever he is free, he needs to get a lot of 
technical information and then give these technical information to each and every company. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was amused that his computer was attacked by countless hackers every day, but it 
was a good thing that he had designed strong protection software, otherwise these hackers alone would 
have annoyed him to death. 
 
 
 
        Within a few days of his return from Johor Bahru City, a dozen Chinese people came to him, all of 
whom claimed to be scientists and businessmen, and Chen Hao Xuan was surprised when a dozen 
appeared at once. Although the other party claimed to be scientists and businessmen, Chen Hao Xuan 
still told them to follow the old rules and interview first, and those who could not pass, no matter 
whether you were a scientist or a businessman, all went away. 
 
 
 
        The strength of those dozen people made Chen Hao Xuan feel strange, such a powerful group of 
people, if they organised themselves, would they still be afraid of not making money? Why didn't they 
go and develop their own business, but came to join him? The salary he paid was high, but no matter 
how high the salary was, it was not up to you, because you were not the boss. 
 
 
 
        On the third day, the dozen or so people came to Chen Haoxuan, who said to them, "Introduce 
yourselves one by one, in more detail." 
 
 
 
        A man in his thirties stood out and said to Chen Haoxuan, "Hello, Boss Chen, my name is Li Dongyi, I 
am from Shandong, and I am thirty-two years old. I am a scientist and need to research all sorts of 
strange things. I am not bragging, just give me the sample and I will make him, and make it better than 
the real thing, that's what I can do. Also, Boss Chen should be wondering why a dozen of us would come 
together to find Boss Chen, right? Actually, it's like this, we are all considered rare talents, but one talent 



is nothing, just ignore it, you can't lose much, but it's different when we come together, Boss Chen will 
definitely value us, so we will also use the opportunity to use our talents." 
 
 
 
        "How do you guys know each other?" Chen Haoxuan asked out loud. 
 
 
 
        "We met on the internet, because those of us who are involved in technology like to post our work 
online so that it can be recognised by the masses." Li Dongyi said. 
 
 
 
        "Oh, then what kind of work do you want me to arrange for you?" Chen Haoxuan asked again. 
 
 
 
        "The harder the better, of course!" Li Dongyi said expectantly. 
 
 
 
        "Well, the next one." Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        Li Dongyi stood back, and another young man in his twenties stood up, and he said to Chen 
Haoxuan in a cavalier manner, "Boss Chen, my surname is Tian, my name is XIV, and I'm twenty-five this 
year. I like to research all kinds of things, as long as you give me a goal and support me strongly, I can 
help you build even a cosmic flying car." 
 
 
 
        "Blowing it, right?" Chen Haoxuan said with a look of disbelief. 
 
 
 
        Tian XIV looked at Chen Haoxuan with contempt and said to Chen Haoxuan, "I have a perpetual 
motion machine sitting in my car, which I designed myself, is that capital enough?" 
 
 
 
        "Oh, you bring it to me now and let me have a look." Chen Haoxuan said with interest, the 
perpetual motion machine Chen Haoxuan knew, that was something that could not even be made in the 
future century, if this thing was made, it would be the equivalent of saving the world. Because the 
perpetual motion machine would never stop and could be used to generate electricity, so that oil would 
no longer be precious and mankind would no longer use water and the sun and wind to generate 
electricity, with a perpetual motion machine it would be possible. 



 
 
 
        When Tian XIV showed his work to Chen Hao Xuan, Chen Hao Xuan could not help but frown. Chen 
Hao Xuan knew this perpetual motion machine, he had read in history books that it was the first type of 
perpetual motion machine, a failure. This perpetual motion machine had a rotating shaft in the centre of 
the wheel, and 12 movable short rods were mounted on the edge of the wheel, each with an iron ball at 
one end. The ball on the right is further away from the axle than the ball on the left, so that the ball on 
the right produces a greater rotational torque than the ball on the left. This way the wheel will go on 
forever in the direction indicated by the arrow and will drive the machine ....... 
 
 
 
        Strangely enough, the Sky XIV seemed to have been modified so that the special balls mounted on 
each short pole did not seem to be iron balls, with a few small things following the top of the wooden 
board, which Chen Haoxuan thought were magnets. 
 
 
 
        "Show your perpetual motion." Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        Tian XIV put the perpetual motion machine on the ground and swung the small ball on top of the 
perpetual motion machine, and the perpetual motion machine really spun up. Tian XIV proudly said to 
Chen Haoxuan, "Boss Chen, as long as this perpetual motion machine keeps its balance, he will never 
stop." 
 
 
 
        "Really?" Chen Haoxuan still didn't quite believe it, because he was from the future century and had 
seen many failed perpetual motion machines, the longest running one he had ever seen was half a year, 
and that was made by a great scientist, costing a lot of resources, out of the great wealthy, no one could 
afford to use it. Now he actually met one in the 21st century that said the perpetual motion machine he 
made would never stop, beating Chen Hao Xuan to death, Chen Hao Xuan did not believe it. 
 
 
 
        The reason was simple, if Tian XIV could really make a perpetual motion machine, he would be able 
to become the richest man in the world just by this technology, so if it was true, there would be no need 
for Tian XIV to come back and work for someone else. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan took his laptop over, installed a fancy camera and started recording. Once it was 
done, Chen Hao Xuan left it alone as he spoke out to Tian XIV, "Let me see if your perpetual motion 
machine is really a perpetual motion machine or not, next." 
 



 
 
        A dozen people took turns to introduce themselves in front of Chen Haoxuan, Chen Haoxuan found 
that these people all seemed to be talented, he just didn't know how strong they really were. Chen 
Haoxuan had checked the information of these dozen people and all of them were fine, but he didn't 
know why, he kept having an uneasy feeling in his heart. 
 
 
 
        After all the people had introduced themselves, Chen Haoxuan turned off the camera, he slowed 
down the viewscreen and watched the beginning for a minute or two, he clicked to the end and 
watched for another minute or two, then looked up and said to Tian XIV, "Do you know the value of the 
perpetual motion machine?" 
 
 
 
        Tian XIV was a little worried in his heart if Chen Hao Xuan knew that this perpetual motion machine 
was a fake, worried yes, but as long as he hadn't been exposed yet, he had to pretend, he spoke out and 
said to Chen Hao Xuan, "Of course I know, this perpetual motion machine is priceless, Boss Chen should 
be asking me why I didn't take the perpetual motion machine to make money, but came to join you. In 
fact, the reason is very simple, what we scientists like most is not money, but researching something, I 
heard that you are also a scientist, then you should know what kind of joy it is to research something." 
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Chen Haoxuan turned the laptop to one side. Hooking his finger towards Tian XIV, he said, "Take a good 
look at it yourself, whether the speed of rotation at the front of your perpetual motion machine is the 
same as the speed of rotation at the end, if it is the same, then your perpetual motion machine is real, if 
it is not the same and is getting slower, it means that your perpetual motion machine is a fake." 
 
 
 
        When Tian XIV heard Chen Hao Xuan's words, his heart suddenly tensed up, Chen Hao Xuan must 
have already known when he said that. He now had a completely changed view of Chen Haoxuan, Chen 
Haoxuan was even more powerful than he had imagined, others needed a few hours to see the flaw, but 
he saw it in half an hour, one had to admire Chen Haoxuan's wisdom. 
 
 
 
        Tian XIV did not succeed in tricking Chen Haoxuan, and he was still undeterred. He said to Chen 
Haoxuan, "Boss Chen, I'm sorry, I did trick you, this perpetual motion machine is a fake. In fact, my 
dream is to make a real perpetual motion machine, a perpetual motion machine that can run without 
any energy, I lied to you, it is my fault, but I really need other people's support, otherwise I will never be 
able to make a real perpetual motion machine in my life, because scientists also need to eat, researching 
something requires a lot of materials, all these need money, without money, scientists can't move an 
inch. " 
 



 
 
        Chen Haoxuan showed an evil smile and said, "How about this! A large portion of you are scientists, 
I will give you a laboratory to research what you like to research, but ugly words beforehand, if you have 
not been able to research something to my satisfaction, then I will ask you to find another job. As for the 
rest of you, I still need to test you, and if you meet my standards, I will definitely rehire you. 
 
 
 
        I will give each of you ten thousand RMB, and within six months, you will have earned me one 
hundred million RMB on this ten thousand RMB, and you will be considered to have met my standards." 
 
 
 
        "Ah..." Tian XIV and the others were all surprised that Chen Hao Xuan had arranged for them like 
this, giving them a lab alone, so how were they going to access Chen Hao Xuan's technology? Giving 
them 10,000 RMB and asking them to help Chen Haoxuan earn 100 million RMB in half a year, how was 
that possible. 
 
 
 
        "What? Do you guys have a problem with that?" Chen Haoxuan snorted coldly. 
 
 
 
        "N-No." Tian XIV and the others had no choice now but to try to stabilise before saying that they 
might have access to Chen Haoxuan's core in the future. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan he didn't know how capable these ten or so people were, but he knew that these ten 
or so people were all liars, and very powerful ones at that, and if Chen Haoxuan guessed correctly, they 
were senior spies of Rice. That's why Chen Hao Xuan arranged it this way, to put those who claimed to 
be scientists together in a remote laboratory to study and see if they could research something out. The 
people who claimed to be business geniuses, Chen Hao Xuan laughed many times in his heart, these 
people are simply here to give him money! 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan drew a big pie for them, saying that they would be rehired if they met his 
requirements, and these spies would definitely ask their back office to help them in order to achieve 
their goals. The money earned is Chen Hao Xuan's. Invest tens of thousands of dollars, do nothing, and 
earn hundreds of millions in half a year, holy sh*t, this business, it's definitely a bargain. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan arranged for those who claimed to be scientists to build a basement at the edge of 
the desert, reasoning that it was safe and the best place to research things. Chen Haoxuan could 



imagine the vicissitudes of the faces of those who called themselves scientists six months later. Apart 
from their accomplices, not a soul was seen for six months, there was no entertainment, food was 
available, but it felt like pigging out somehow. Chen Haoxuan had the added advantage of placing them 
at the edge of the desert, because if they were really scientists, then they wouldn't care where they 
were, because he was a scientist himself, and he knew what scientists cared about. 
 
 
 
        On the Rice side, the Secret Service, after knowing that the high level spies they sent out were 
arranged by Chen Hao Xuan to the remote desert and the rest were not ideal, gave 10,000 and had to 
earn 100 million, was so angry that the Secret Service people gnashed their teeth. Especially Ai Beier, 
who yelled that she wanted to take her men to China to kill Chen Hao Xuan. If her boss hadn't stopped 
her, maybe she really would have gone to assassinate Chen Hao Xuan again. 
 
 
 
        A month later, probably all the talents from China had almost entered Chen Haoxuan's company, so 
the number of talents coming to apply for jobs was very few and far between, basically only seeing one 
in a few days, and not necessarily a talent. So Chen Hao Xuan finally had some time off, and when he 
did, he began to enjoy life, accompanying Chen Yina and the girls around every day. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan his image has changed, he now holds a cute female doll every day, this female doll is 
of course his own daughter Chen Xiaonuo. In the past, Chen Haoxuan was busy and did not have 
children in his previous life, but now he realises that bringing up children is so much fun. His daughter 
Chen Xiaonuo often does things that make him laugh and cry, things that are funny in their trouble, and 
Chen Haoxuan himself enjoys them. 
 
 
 
        Every week, they go to a health club in the county's entertainment street to learn yoga and other 
fitness exercises. Today, Chen Yina and the girls went there, leaving Chen Hao Xuan at home alone. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was wandering around the village with his daughter in one arm. Chen Hao Xuan's 
strength was even greater than that of the Dragon Group's Hercules, no, he couldn't even feel the 
weight of his daughter with one arm, and if he wasn't worried that his daughter would fall off, he would 
have just used his hand to hold his daughter. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan's daughter is only a few months old and does not yet speak, but she always makes a 
yaya yaya yaya laughter when she is happy. When Chen Hao Xuan was passing Chen Xiumin's house, he 
suddenly heard Chen Xiumin call out to him, "Brother Xuan, are you here to see me?" Chen Xiumin ran 
out of the house cheerfully, her innocent smile appearing on her lovely face, making Chen Hao Xuan 
really want to give it a squeeze. 



 
 
 
        "I just happened to be passing by." Chen Haoxuan said with a smile. 
 
 
 
        "Oh, then what is brother Xuan going to do?" Chen Xiumin said, a little disappointed. 
 
 
 
        "I'm taking Xiao Nuo around, I heard that this will make the little ones grow up to be sunshine girls." 
Chen Haoxuan said smilingly. 
 
 
 
        "Brother Xuan, I'll accompany you! I want to exercise anyway." Chen Xiumin said with a smile as she 
walked up to Chen Haoxuan and stretched out her two small hands to hug Chen Xiaonuo in her arms. 
 
 
 
        "Little Nuo Nuo, do you remember Auntie Xiaomin? Little Nono is so cute, yo! Auntie Xiaomin wants 
a kiss ......." Chen Xiumin seemed to really like Chen Xiaonuo, hugging Chen Xiaonuo and kissing her one 
after another regardless of whether Chen Xiaonuo was willing or not. 
 
 
 
        After Chen Xiumin and Chen Xiaonuo had been fooling around for a while, Chen Xiaonuo was 
probably hungry and her two little hands went to pull Chen Xiumin's collar. Although Chen Xiaonuo's 
strength was small, the elastic clothes were ripped off a little bit by her, and then her little head went 
towards Chen Xiumin's breasts, and her little mouth was opening and closing, obviously wanting to eat 
milk. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan he saw Chen Xiaonuo's move, first he was stunned, then he saw an intoxicating 
picture, pink, so cute. 
 
 
 
        "Ah..." Chen Xiumin squatted down and put Chen Xiaonuo on her feet, holding Chen Xiaonuo with 
one hand, freeing one hand to hurriedly put her clothes in order, then with a shy face, she said to Chen 
Haoxuan, "Brother Xuan, why is she pulling my clothes?" 
 
 
 



        Chen Hao Xuan scratched the back of his head and said with an embarrassed smile, "She might be 
hungry, I brought a milk bottle, here, just put it in her mouth." He said, handing the bottle to Chen 
Xiumin. 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiumin put the bottle into Chen Xiaonuo's mouth, and Chen Xiaonuo sucked it up with a 
smash. After Chen Xiumin hugged Chen Xiaonuo, she held her little head high and curiously asked Chen 
Hao Xuan, "Brother Xuan, Xiaonuo is pulling my clothes, it looks like she is eating my milk, I don't have 
any milk, how can she want to eat my milk?" 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan sweated furiously, he felt like looking around and was relieved to see no one around 
him. "Mandy, you're a girl, you can't say things like that, it's not good to be misunderstood by others, 
you know?" 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiumin beamed and said aggressively, "I'm just curious!" 
 
 
 
        "Okay, okay! I'll tell you, Xiao Nuo is only a few months old, what does she know, so she thinks of 
you as her mother." Chen Haoxuan explained. 
 
 
 
        "Mum? Can I be a mother too? That's great! Then I'll be XiaoNuo's mommy from now on, XiaoNuo, 
call out for mommy to listen." 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiaonuo, who was breastfeeding, obviously didn't have time to pay attention to Chen Xiumin 
as she continued to suck on the milk bottle happily. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan he said secretly in his heart, "Xiao Nuo's mother, isn't that his own wife? How can 
this be, she's only in her teens yeah?" 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiumin's last confession and this time wanting to be Chen Xiaonuo's mother, Chen Hao Xuan 
was a little worried that Chen Xiumin would really fall in love with him, if she did, wouldn't that be the 
same as ruining a young girl's life? No, we must not let this happen, Chen Haoxuan thought in his heart. 
 
 



 
        Chen Haoxuan said to Chen Xiumin, "Xiaomin, let's go to the river to fish." Chen Hao Xuan intended 
to go to the river and talk to Chen Xiumin about it. 
 
 
 
        "Yes, yes! I like playing with Brother Xuan the most." Chen Xiumin seemed to forget that she was 
still holding Chen Xiaonuo, who was drinking milk, and she jumped up happily, which did not matter, but 
made our Xiaonuo choke and cry. 
 
 
 
        "Little Nuo Nuo don't cry, mummy hurts!" Chen Xiumin kept coaxing the crying Chen Xiaonuo, not 
knowing if Chen Xiaonuo had accepted Chen Xiumin as his new mummy, he soon stopped crying. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan sighed secretly in his heart, he definitely waited for a while and must teach Chen 
Xiumin properly what love is. Chen Hao Xuan he was not worried that Chen Xiumin's family would hate 
him, but he was worried about Chen Xiumin's own future, because before Chen Xiumin's mum several 
times ate hinted at Chen Hao Xuan to take her daughter as well. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan took Chen Xiumin to the river, where there were fishing rods for rent, so Chen Hao 
Xuan didn't need to rent them, he just borrowed them. When they arrived at a less crowded place, Chen 
Haoxuan and Chen Xiumin started fishing. While fishing, Chen Haoxuan kept telling Chen Xiumin what 
real love was, saying that what she had for him was like, not love, so there could be no mistake. Chen 
Hao Xuan talked endlessly to Chen Xiumin, but in return Chen Xiumin said, "Brother Xuan, I want to have 
a baby with you." 
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In the end, it took Chen Hao Xuan's coaxing and deceiving to temporarily stabilize Chen Xiumin's urge to 
marry Chen Hao Xuan. Chen Haoxuan told Chen Xiumin to wait until she turned 18, and if she still liked 
him at 18, let's talk about it then! 
 
 
 
        In fact, Chen Hao Xuan was thinking of helping Chen Xiumin find a boyfriend before she turned 18, 
so that he wouldn't have to worry about Chen Xiumin still wanting to marry him when she grew up. 
 
 
 



        The next day, Chen Hao Xuan was alone and went to the Dragon Group in disguise, he was going to 
the Dragon Group to ask Speedy for a good car and casually see what the Dragon Group had developed 
into now. 
 
 
 
        When Chen Hao Xuan reached the edge of the grassland, he called Flying Car Man and asked him to 
drive to pick him up. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan waited for a few hours and when he saw Speedy's motorbike he was ecstatic, he 
loved it. He had to admit that Speedy was very good at designing cars, better than even him. Chen Hao 
Xuan stroked the motorbike driven by Speedy on the roadside and kept praising it, "The car is a bit huge, 
but that doesn't hinder the image of the motorbike at all, rather it's cooler, the model is like a fierce 
tiger that has been building up its strength for a long time, it seems to still launch its fiercest attack at 
any moment, the smoke pipes are four, two are real smoke pipes, the other two if I'm not wrong, those 
are accelerators ......." 
 
 
 
        The Flying Man leaned against his motorbike, his glasses narrowed into a slit as he looked at Chen 
Haoxuan. Every time Chen Haoxuan said something, he couldn't help but smile a little, and that look of 
his was as smug as it could be. In his heart, he secretly said, "Your technology is awesome, designing a 
motor that surpasses this era by decades, I admire you. However, in how to make good use of this 
motor, you won't be able to, only I can bring the advantages of this motor to the limit." 
 
 
 
        "Not bad, not bad, this motorbike is too awesome, it's simply invincible." Chen Haoxuan kept 
praising, it could be said that this motorbike was the most advanced vehicle Chen Haoxuan had seen at 
21 Design. 
 
 
 
        "That's for sure, because I designed it! Hao Xuan, I'm telling you! I made two big motors for this 
motorbike myself, so the speed of this motorbike has exceeded over a thousand miles per hour, about 
the same speed as an aeroplane." The Speedster said proudly. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan had seen a lot of such speeds in the future century, so he was not much surprised, 
he was just curious and said to Speed Racer, "Speed Racer, why do you need such a fast speed for this 
motorbike? If you drive it at over a thousand miles per hour, you'll be flying, so how can you drive it?" 
 
 
 



        When he heard Chen Hao Xuan's words, the Speedster became even more proud and said proudly, 
"Hey, that's the point. I'm telling you, if the road is relatively straight, it's possible to drive it at 1,000 
mph because the weight of this motorbike is several times heavier than a car, so it's not something that 
a normal person can drive. 
 
 
 
        The motorbike is powered by petrol, and I have refined the petrol to make it last longer, so you can 
drive it for several days with one fill-up. I also added a few generators to generate electricity by the 
rotation of the motorbike wheels, so if you run out of gas, you can use electricity, and if you don't want 
people to hear the mechanical sound of the motorbike, you can do that with electricity ......." 
 
 
 
        When Chen Hao Xuan heard the introduction of the Flying Bike Man, he wanted it more and more, 
if he had a motorbike like this, to see who would dare to despise him for riding a motorbike in the 
future, and whoever did not know the goods, he would find that person to compare the speed, the 
quality and the dominance. "Speedster, am I a good buddy of yours no?" With a pleasing smile, Chen 
Haoxuan said to Speedster. It was justifiable to lower his voice when he didn't ask for someone else's 
stuff. 
 
 
 
        Flying Biker, how could he not know what Chen Haoxuan wanted! Wasn't it that he wanted his 
motorbike? He knew that when his motorbike was made, the whole Dragon Group had flattered him 
and wanted to exchange it with him for all kinds of things, and he was a man who loved cars like his life, 
so until now, he had never given the motorbike away. Now Chen Hao Xuan also wanted it, he still 
couldn't give it, because this motorbike consumed too much material, the best ore of the whole Dragon 
Group was found by him to be practiced into this synthetic steel, it was possible for him to make 
another one, but that first find all the materials, he couldn't do anything if he couldn't. "No, it's fine for 
me to make another one for you, but definitely not this one." The Flying Man said seriously, he had been 
making his own transport for more than twenty years, all the transport he had made were 
unsatisfactory, he always felt that something was missing, this time he could not easily make a 
motorbike that even he was enchanted with, he was unwilling to let go of it. 
 
 
 
        "OK, I'll do it with you when the time comes, I want to make the most awesome motorbike in the 
world." Chen Hao Xuan said boldly, he used to like driving cars, but after he was despised for driving a 
motorbike countless times, his hobby changed and he wanted those who despised his motorbike to turn 
into envious of him for driving it. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan could not drive Speedy's motorbike, so he did so at the back of the car and put on 
his helmet. The Speedster pressed the electronic ignition and the motorbike started up. As soon as he 
gave it a boost, the motorbike roared out with a furious roar. The sudden impact nearly made Chen 
Haoxuan fall off, but fortunately he was quick and quickly grabbed the Speedster's waist. 



 
 
 
        Sitting at the back of the bike, Chen Haoxuan kept hearing a booming sound, he knew what it was, 
the sound produced by friction with the air, which proved that the bike was going fast. Because it was in 
the grassland, Speed Racer was driving very fast, the grassland was not flat, many slightly raised dirt 
slopes, which made Chen Haoxuan could feel the feeling of soaring up in the air from time to time. 
 
 
 
        A few hours later, the Dragon Group arrived. As soon as Chen Haoxuan entered the group, he found 
it very lively, with the sounds of exercise, laughter and joking around. Chen Hao Xuan entered the 
Dragon Group directly on Speedy's motorbike, sitting in the back of the car, he curiously said to Speedy, 
"Speedy, when did the Dragon Group get so many people, did the Dragon Group decide to lower its 
requirements and recruit ordinary people as well?" 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, you're probably really too busy to even forget why there are so many people in the 
Dragon Group. They ah! Most of them were introduced by you, all of them are weirdos just like us, all 
with their own unique skills. It's all thanks to you that the Dragon Team has grown to its current size." 
Speedy said to Chen Haoxuan. 
 
 
 
        "Good day, Boss Chen ......." There were constantly greetings from the Dragon Group to Chen 
Haoxuan, these people who called Chen Haoxuan as Boss Chen were all introduced by Chen Haoxuan, 
they were all grateful to Chen Haoxuan, if it wasn't for Chen Haoxuan, how could they be in their current 
position. 
 
 
 
        "Hello hello ......." Chen Haoxuan also kept responding and those who greeted him, he had an 
impression of these people, but he forgot what they were called, these people were powerful people 
but they were not useful to him, so these people were just a strange passerby in his eyes. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan returned to the Dragon Group and started to visit those old friends one by one. The 
last person he visited was Shen Ruyan, who he was a bit scared of, he was now a man with a wife and a 
child, so he didn't know if Shen Ruyan would still pester him. 
 
 
 
        Shen Ruyan's place is very luxurious, and at a glance it is clear that Shen Ruyan is a person who 
knows how to enjoy herself. When Chen Haoxuan came to Shen Ruyan's residence, the door was open, 
so Chen Haoxuan walked straight in and seeing no one inside, out of politeness, he shouted twice, "Shen 
Ruyan, Shen Ruyan, are you there? I've come to see you." 



 
 
 
        Five minutes later, Shen Ruyan came out in her pajamas, and she sat on the sofa in the living room 
with her buttocks, lazily saying to Chen Haoxuan, "You're back." This felt like something a wife would say 
to her husband. 
 
 
 
        "Hmm." Chen Hao Xuan walked to sit opposite Shen Ruyan and said with concern, "Have you been 
well lately?" 
 
 
 
        "Good, as good as can be, you introduced so many talents into the Dragon Team, the team leader 
gave those newcomers tasks that were ours in order to train them, so we don't have to do anything 
now, we eat, drink and play all day, kind of like the life pigs lead." Shen Ruyan looked breathless and 
said, looking at her expression, she seemed to be living a very melancholy life. 
 
 
 
        "You can go out and find something to do, ah? Go to the army, go outside to have fun, go around 
the world ...... , teaching those newcomers is also fine ah! There's no need to stay in the Dragon Group 
all day." Chen Haoxuan advised. 
 
 
 
        Shen Ruyan gave Chen Haoxuan a blank look and said, "You think I'm you! I can live my life in style, 
unlike me, I need to be careful everywhere I go because of my status." 
 
 
 
        "Oh." Chen Hao Xuan didn't know how to comfort Shen Ruyan. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, I heard that you have a daughter, when will you bring it to me, I like children very 
much." Shen Ruyan said expectantly. 
 
 
 
        "Next time I have the chance, I will definitely bring her with me." Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        After that, Chen Haoxuan and Shen Ruyan just hung out, both of them didn't know what to say, this 
awkward scenario lasted for ten minutes, finally Chen Haoxuan got up and awkwardly said to Shen 
Ruyan, "I'll go first if there's nothing else, Speedy is looking for me and has something to do!" 



 
 
 
        "Oh, go ahead then!" Shen Ruyan said indifferently, her faint tone of voice could be heard by 
anyone, it carried a strong sense of disappointment. Chen Hao Xuan was married and had a child, but 
she still couldn't forget Chen Hao Xuan, this man Chen Hao Xuan was too good, as long as one really fell 
in love with him, it was like taking a poison with no antidote. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan left Shen Ruyan's house and went to Speedy, where he approached Speedy to 
discuss making a motorbike. Chen Hao Xuan had changed many things, even the shape of the 
motorbike. Chen Hao Xuan had incorporated some technology from the future century and transformed 
the motorbike to perfection, which made him want to exchange his current motorbike with the one 
Chen Hao Xuan was going to build immediately. 
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Chen Haoxuan he doesn't need a motorbike as indestructible as Speedy's. He just needs his motorbike 
to be versatile and not easily damaged, because what do you need a motorbike that strong for in these 
peaceful times? It is also as heavy as a few cars, which are even more powerful than tanks. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan and Speedy designed a good motorbike manufacturing method, and then they 
started to make it. First, they practiced hard steel. Chen Hao Xuan did not take all kinds of precious ores 
to practice like Speedy did, he just took some iron ore and used the most advanced method in the future 
century to practice. 
 
 
 
        The wheels of Chen Hao Xuan's motorbike are two combined, which can be separated, and once 
separated, it is equivalent to a racy four-wheeled motorbike. In addition, Chen Hao Xuan's motorbike is 
not very heavy, the weight is the weight of a small car, so in order to drive fast and not let the motorbike 
fly, he got the flying wing, which allows him to control the motorbike better, and even glide, just not fly 
high. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan stayed in the Dragon Group for three months. He spent these three months building 
his motorbike with Speedy, which made Kong Manni and Shen Ruyan and the girls very unhappy. 
 
 
 
        Three months later, Chen Haoxuan's motorbike was ready, and its appearance was similar to 
Speedy's, but the difference in functionality was much greater. 



 
 
 
        After bidding farewell to his friends in the Dragon Group, Chen Hao Xuan drove his motorbike home 
happily, having spent a few hours on the grassland before returning, to familiarise himself with the 
performance of the bike and to try out the sensation of a wild ride. The motorbike made Chen Hao Xuan 
very satisfied. He tried it out, and when he drove it to 700 mph, he could fly a distance of several 
thousand meters with the flying wings on, and if he turned on the jets at the back, it would fly even 
further. 
 
 
 
        As for why Chen Haoxuan didn't open it to a thousand mph? It was because the grassland was not 
flat enough, and Chen Hao Xuan was already highly skilled in driving at 700 mph on this grassland. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan played on the grassland for a few hours before he started to drive back on his 
motorbike. Chen Hao Xuan took the highway all the way, usually driving at a hundred miles per hour, 
and if there was a very straight stretch of road, he would drive at four hundred miles per hour, and often 
many drivers only heard a buzzing sound and then saw a black shadow with a gust of wind going away, 
not being able to see what it was at all. 
 
 
 
        When Chen Hao Xuan returned to Pingyuan County, it was already night time. He hadn't had a good 
rest for the past three months, so he simply stayed overnight at the entertainment street in Pingyuan 
County, letting those masseuses give him a good massage and casually letting Yang Lin see his motorbike 
again, to see if he dared to persuade him to buy a car in the future. 
 
 
 
        When he arrived at the entertainment street in Pingyuan County, Chen Hao Xuan made a phone call 
to Yang Lin and asked him to come out to pick him up, in fact, he asked Yang Lin to come out to see his 
motorbike. He came out of the nightclub and saw Chen Hao Xuan sitting on an absolutely dominating 
motorbike smoking a cigar, that handsome appearance, that aura of vicissitudes when exhaling smoke, 
with that dominating motorbike, it was definitely a poetic picture. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, where did you buy this motorbike, it's so domineering." Yang Lin walked up to Chen 
Haoxuan and said enviously to Chen Haoxuan, but he wasn't very polite because his eyes never left Chen 
Haoxuan's motorbike when he was talking to him. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan patted his motorbike, then proudly said to Yang Lin, "Yang Lin, drive your BMW out, 
let's go out for a ride together." What's so great about two big men going for a ride? 



 
 
 
        Yang Lin understood what Chen Hao Xuan meant, wasn't he expressing his displeasure for the fact 
that he despised Chen Hao Xuan for driving a motorbike before? So today, he found a dominating 
motorbike to show off and to piss him off. "Hao Xuan, I don't think it's necessary, this motorbike of 
yours just by looking at its appearance you know that overbearing, running must be several times faster 
than my BMW, driving around with you, I can't even keep up, so I think it's better to avoid it! Hey ......." 
Yang Lin said with a pleasing smile and a laugh. 
 
 
 
        "Want to try this motorbike of mine?" Chen Haoxuan said to Yang Lin with a smirk. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin rubbed his palms together, looking impatient, and said with a smile, "How - how can I be 
nice about this?" 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan took off his helmet and his jacket and gave them to Yang Lin. The helmet and jacket 
were not for the sake of being cool, but for the sake of life safety, knowing that his motorbike could be 
driven at thousands of hours. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin saw Chen Haoxuan take off his helmet and jacket and gave them to him, he couldn't help 
but stare, he said to Chen Haoxuan, "Haoxuan, I'm not used to wearing a helmet, I can just drive, if I put 
on a helmet, I won't feel the wind." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan shoved his helmet and jacket into Yang Lin's arms and said seriously, "This 
motorbike of mine is not ordinary, his maximum speed can go up to one thousand per hour, so this 
motorbike of mine is very dangerous, ordinary people cannot drive it. By the way, I have to remind you 
that you should not move this motorbike except for refuelling and gearing, otherwise your life will be in 
danger. There's also the fact that this motorbike weighs about the same as a car, so if you overwhelm 
the motorbike, then congratulations, you're crippled." 
 
 
 
        "Holy sh*t, that awesome?" Yang Lin said in surprise, it was the first time he had heard of a 
motorbike that could go a thousand miles per hour. 
 
 
 



        "Of course, I'm so bullish Chen Hao Xuan, can I drive a motorbike that isn't bullish?" Chen Haoxuan 
joked. 
 
 
 
        "Then I'll try." Yang Lin quickly put on his helmet and jacket, then quipped on Chen Haoxuan's 
motorbike, and it was fortunate that Chen Haoxuan's motorbike was made of two wheels combined, 
otherwise Yang Lin might not even be able to hold it steady. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin knew that Chen Hao Xuan would not joke with him about this, so he was careful. He slowly 
refuelled the motorbike and it moved slowly. After Yang Lin felt he was familiar with the speed, he 
began to refuel, he drove Chen Hao Xuan's motorbike to kilometres on a wild ride, the speed of this 
motorbike made his blood boil, it was too fast, the power of that motor was too powerful, unlike other 
motorbikes, after refuelling, the motorbike still needed to be slow to speed up, while Chen Hao Xuan's 
motorbike was different, how much fuel you added, he could immediately run as fast as he could. 
 
 
 
        He really wanted to drive Chen Hao Xuan's motorbike to escape. The motorbike was too perfect, no, 
there was one imperfection, that is, it was too heavy, there were a few times when the motorbike 
almost fell down, fortunately he accelerated immediately before it was okay. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, this motorbike of yours is too awesome, tell me quickly where did you buy this 
motorbike, I went and bought one too." Yang Lin said expectantly to Chen Hao Xuan, he also liked 
motorbikes, it was just that motorbikes could not reflect his current status, so he had to drive a BMW, 
now that Chen Hao Xuan had a motorbike that a Ferrari could not even compete with, how could he not 
be impressed. 
 
 
 
        "Hey ......, this motorbike is not available outside, because this motorbike was made by me together 
with a genius who spent three months to make it, the value of this is limitless!" Chen Hao Xuan said 
smugly. 
 
 
 
        "Then Hao Xuan, you can lend it to me for a few days, just a few days, I will return it to you 
immediately after a few days." Yang Lin said to Chen Haoxuan with a pleasing smile. 
 
 
 
        "No, this motorbike is not for everyone, the person driving this motorbike must be strong, the 
stronger you are the safer you will be, your strength is too small, it is dangerous to drive this 
motorbike." Chen Haoxuan said seriously to Yang Lin. 



 
 
 
        Yang Lin was sweating furiously, he was now a notoriously strong man on the road, everyone who 
competed with him in wrist to wrist fights would not last a minute, and in a fight, with an arm-thick steel 
pipe in his hand, he could often sweep down a group of enemies with a single sweep. But he was only 
compared with ordinary people, and with Chen Haoxuan and the rest of them, monsters, he was as 
weak as those babies just born. 
 
 
 
        "Fine! I just won't open it." Yang Lin said disappointedly, he knew that he would never be able to 
meet Chen Haoxuan's requirements in terms of force, because he needed to manage his business and 
enjoy his life, he didn't have that much time to exercise, nor did he have that talent. He was supposed to 
be a mongrel, and muddling through was his talent. 
 
 
 
        "Don't be disappointed, when you can lift a few thousand pounds, I'll lend you my motorbike to 
study even. Now arrange a few MMs for me to help me with massages, I haven't had a good rest for 
three whole months." Chen Hao Xuan said to Yang Lin. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, go to the hotel's presidential suite first, I will immediately arrange for a few beautiful 
MMs to give you a massage." Yang Lin respectfully said to Chen Haoxuan, while he secretly said in his 
heart, "Being able to lift a few hundred pounds could win an Olympic gold medal, and a few thousand 
pounds could go for the first place in the Gillespie record." 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin gave Chen Hao Xuan face, he found eight of the most beautiful masseuses in the 
entertainment street, and also thoughtfully arranged wine, cakes and other food for Chen Hao Xuan. 
Chen Hao Xuan, who was in the presidential suite, **ed up, eight beautiful women massaged him and 
pressed him so much that he was tickled, but the feeling also made him comfortable. Chen Hao Xuan lay 
on a reclining chair, ate the food that the beauties pinned to his mouth and enjoyed the highest level of 
service, which made him fall asleep without realising it, probably because he was really too tired these 
three months! 
 
 
 
        The next day, Chen Hao Xuan felt his body was full of vitality, it seems that massage can indeed 
promote blood circulation and metabolism. After a hearty breakfast at the hotel, Chen Hao Xuan drove 
his motorbike back to the Chen family village. He hadn't been back for three months, and he missed 
Chen Yina and the girls, as well as his daughter Chen Xiaonuo. Chen Hao Xuan didn't go to the Dragon 
Group for nothing this time, he took many good things from the Dragon Group, all women's jewellery, 
he did so much for the Dragon Group, it was only right to take some benefits. 
 



 
 
        All the things he took were very valuable, and he was going to give them to his Chen Yina and the 
others, even his daughter who was not yet one year old had prepared a gift. 
 
 
Chapter 447 
 
Chen Haoxuan is happy in the Chen family village. Others thought so, and he himself felt the same way. 
Chen Hao Xuan wanted to live a happy life, but there was someone who did not want Chen Hao Xuan to 
live a good life. This person hated to drink Chen Hao Xuan's blood, skin Chen Hao Xuan, draw Chen Hao 
Xuan's tendons and gnaw Chen Hao Xuan's bones, this person was Black Rose, she was now a person 
who had nothing left, her family business, her relatives, all of them were killed by Chen Hao Xuan. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose she met her fate in order to take revenge. After she escaped from the nameless island, 
she went to Y-do, where she studied the world's most powerful poison, which she would use to take 
revenge. Because she knew that Chen Hao Xuan had many bodyguards around her, her skills were 
formidable, even Chen Hao Xuan was no match for her, but two fists could not defeat four hands, if the 
first assassination of Chen Hao Xuan was unsuccessful, it would alert the snake, in order to succeed in 
one go, she endured, endured until she had researched the poison before leaving Y degree. 
 
 
 
        The poison she researched was mainly black widow, the most poisonous of the spiders, with snake 
venom and poisonous herbs as secondary. When she made the poison, she experimented on various 
animals and all of them would die in less than five seconds as soon as they came into contact with it. 
Once she even went to the sea to test it out, she dropped a drop of the poison in the sea and felt the 
death of fish within a kilometre around her location, when the sea was floating with fish corpses, which 
made Black Rose feel more certain of dealing with Chen Hao Xuan. 
 
 
 
        If Black Rose had told Chen Hao Xuan beforehand that she was going to use poison to harm Chen 
Hao Xuan, maybe Chen Hao Xuan would have felt reassured by this, because he had taken many poisons 
from those who wanted to harm him, and he had also used himself to test the poison, and nothing 
happened, so what he, Chen Hao Xuan, was most unafraid of was poison. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose did not know that Chen Hao Xuan was no longer the same Chen Hao Xuan as before, he 
was now more than ten times stronger than Black Rose personally. Black Rose had also thought that 
Chen Hao Xuan's personal strength would be stronger than before, but she certainly would not have 
thought that Chen Hao Xuan would be so strong that it would be unbelievable. If she knew Chen Hao 
Xuan's current strength, she would probably think of another way to take revenge. 
 
 



 
        Black Rose she used a disguise technique and dressed up as a beautiful woman to stay in the Chen 
Family Village and wandered around the village every day. She didn't like the Chen Family Village, but 
she wanted to run into Chen Haoxuan, and if Chen Haoxuan didn't come out, it would be hard for her to 
poison Chen Haoxuan to deal with him. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose didn't have to wait for many days, she stayed in Chen's village for two days. Two days 
later, she coincidentally met Chen Hao Xuan who had just left the house, she sneaked behind Chen Hao 
Xuan, the further Chen Hao Xuan was from his villa, the better her chances of getting her hands on him. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan was going to see the medicinal herbs grown in Chen's village today, as the time for 
harvesting had arrived, and if they were all ripe, he would send someone to buy them. 
 
 
 
        As Chen Haoxuan walked to the field, Black Rose, who was secretly following behind, saw that there 
was no one around, so he decided to make his move. She carefully put on two black gloves, both of 
which were smeared with a strong poison that would kill her if she got a little bit of it. After she had put 
on the gloves, she walked quickly towards Chen Haoxuan, she did so openly and honestly, thinking that 
if she walked openly and honestly like this, Chen Haoxuan would mistake him for a tourist. 
 
 
 
        There were not a few tourists visiting the fields, so Chen Haoxuan did not care that there were 
people behind him. 
 
 
 
        When Black Rose was about to approach Chen Haoxuan, she quickly struck out. She wanted to 
choke Chen Haoxuan's neck, which was not blocked by his clothes, and once her poisoned gloves 
smeared Chen Haoxuan's skin, Chen Haoxuan would be finished. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan suddenly felt danger at his back. Without saying a word, he immediately turned 
around, as he could not possibly gamble with his life. 
 
 
 
        When Black Rose missed the blow, she was annoyed and let out a chirp, turned around, stepped 
forward quickly and struck Chen Haoxuan with a fist. She was desperate for Chen Haoxuan to go fist to 
fist with her, if that was the case, Chen Haoxuan would be finished. 
 
 



 
        Chen Hao Xuan did not know that the gloves Black Rose was wearing were highly poisonous, he was 
now very angry and believed that no matter who he was, he would not be happy to be stabbed. Chen 
Hao Xuan was not the Chen Hao Xuan of the past, his current strength could not be found in this world, 
he punched out fiercely, his fist was so fast that it made a sound that broke the air, there was a muffled 
sound, Chen Hao Xuan's fist and Black Rose's fist clashed together, as soon as Chen Hao Xuan's fist 
touched Black Rose's hand, Black Rose's whole right hand immediately became shattered, the bones of 
the hand were broken into several sections. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose's hand was shattered by the force in Chen Haoxuan's fist, which showed how fierce Chen 
Haoxuan was to his enemies. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose her right hand was gone and her right shoulder was bleeding continuously, but instead 
of dying from pain and crying like normal people, she laughed out loud: "Hahahaha ...... Chen Haoxuan, 
you're finished, I'm going to make you go down to be with my dad." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan could not help but stare, he was unharmed, but the other party lost a hand, how 
could he say he was dead? It should be the other party who is dead? "Hey, are you out of your mind, I'm 
not even hurt, while you lost a hand, and you're laughing at me for being dead, you're not crazy, are 
you?" Chen Haoxuan said with a face full of questions. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose was confident in the poison she had researched, she was sure that Chen Hao Xuan would 
not survive, so she was not afraid of Chen Hao Xuan knowing her identity, she used her left hand to tear 
off the mask she was wearing on her face, and then said to Chen Hao Xuan with a grim smile, "Chen Hao 
Xuan, you haven't forgotten me, have you? I am the Black Rose that you have been pretending to 
pursue at the beginning. If I say you are dead, you will definitely not survive, because the gloves I am 
wearing are smeared with poison, this poison is developed by me after a long time of research, any 
creature that gets a little bit of it will die within five seconds, you have not died until now, maybe you 
have a longer body resistance, but it is useless even if you are stronger, in a few minutes you will not be 
able to leave the embrace of death." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan didn't feel much surprise, because he had known that Black Rose would come to 
him for revenge, he just didn't know when exactly Black Rose would come for revenge. Hearing Black 
Rose's words, Chen Hao Xuan laughed, he was a body that was invulnerable to all poisons, any poison 
would be useless to him, for Black Rose to use poison against him, wasn't this playing a big sword in 
front of Guan Gong? 
 
 



 
        "Black Rose, I feel that you are really stupid, yo! You didn't know how many times you had poisoned 
me before, and even had a Poison King deal with me, only to have nothing happen to me. Instead, you 
sent an expert to deal with me and it hurt me even more, for the simple reason that I'm not afraid of 
poison, no matter if it's a minor or a severe poison." Chen Haoxuan said with an expression of hatred. 
 
 
 
        "Impossible, absolutely impossible, how can you not even be afraid of such a powerful and severe 
poison, how is this possible ......." The black rose grabbed her hair with her left hand and kept repeating 
her words in a crazy manner. It was indeed, she had spent so long researching what she thought was the 
world's number one severe poison that no one could cure, and those who were hit died, but Chen Hao 
Xuan was even grossly unscathed and ridiculed her poison as useless, this blow was worth too much to 
her. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan didn't care whether Black Rose was crazy or not, as long as the person who wanted 
to kill him, he didn't want the other party to live in this world. If the other party had a powerful backer, 
he would spare the other party for the time being and take revenge when he had enough strength. And 
now Black Rose was all alone, with nothing to lose. Chen Haoxuan was afraid of him, not to mention that 
he was a member of the Dragon Group and it was his duty to deal with the bad guys, so he could not 
allow Black Rose to see the sun of tomorrow today. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan shouted, "You want to die yourself, you can't blame me, be an honest man in your 
next life!" Chen Hao Xuan said playing a quick step forward, his right hand became a claw and grabbed 
Black Rose's neck. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose slowly closed her eyes, she already knew that she was no match for Chen Hao Xuan, just 
that one punch from Chen Hao Xuan had already named Chen Hao Xuan's strength, not to mention that 
she now had a broken hand, trying to escape from Chen Hao Xuan's clutches was really more difficult 
than the sky. 
 
 
 
        Black Rose closed her eyes and intended to die, but despite this, Chen Haoxuan still did not show 
any mercy. If Chen Haoxuan let her go this time, she would deal with Chen Yina and the others in the 
future, and if such a thing really happened, Chen Haoxuan would feel guilty for the rest of his life, so 
Chen Haoxuan could never let Black Rose go. 
 
 
 



        Chen Haoxuan's magic claw grabbed Black Rose's neck and gave it a slight push before twisting it 
violently, with a crunching sound, Black Rose's neck was broken by Chen Haoxuan. As soon as Chen 
Haoxuan let go, Black Rose's body fell to the ground with a loud bang. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was now in a field, there was no one around him, but there was in the distance! 
There were at least a dozen villagers who saw him kill someone, including a few tourists, and some of 
them had already started to take out their mobile phones to call the police. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan did not know that someone had already called the police. He took out his mobile 
phone and called 110, he was not turning himself in, he was calling the police to dispose of Black Rose's 
body. 
 
 
 
        Because the murderer was Chen Haoxuan, the mayor of Xinsan City came in person. The mayor just 
couldn't figure out how a person of Chen Haoxuan's status could kill someone, wasn't this self-
destructive? 
 
 
 
        Few people knew about Chen Haoxuan's identity, they were all like that in the Dragon Group, they 
would not take out their Dragon Group IDs until they had to. When the mayor of Xinsan City arrived, 
Chen Hao Xuan handed his Dragon Group membership card to the mayor, who looked at it and was so 
surprised that he couldn't say anything. 
 
 
 
        A member of the Dragon Group! If he was caught by Chen Haoxuan for corruption and bribery, 
Chen Haoxuan had the power to immediately revoke his position, so it was clear how powerful Chen 
Haoxuan was as a member of the Dragon Group. The most important thing is that as long as there is 
enough evidence, the members of the Dragon Group have the power to kill before they are killed. Chen 
Haoxuan revealed the identity of Black Rose, and Black Rose's motive for assassinating him, as well as all 
sorts of evidence, so Chen Haoxuan had nothing to do with it and did not even go to the police station. 
 
 
 
        Chen's village was destined to be extraordinary today, as every villager in Chen's village was 
discussing about Chen Haoxuan, causing Chen Haoxuan to go out every time he went for a walk, and 
everyone immediately avoided him when they saw him, more scared than seeing the god of plague, 
which made Chen Haoxuan speechless. 
 
 
 
Chapter 448 



Chen Haoxuan's days of being treated like a bad guy lasted for six months. After half a year, the villagers 
of Chen's village finally forgot about Chen Xiaohua's murder. It was fortunate that it was Chen Hao Xuan, 
if it was someone else, they would have left long ago and brought you all wealth and prosperity, my ass! 
 
 
 
        In the past six months, Chen Hao Xuan rarely wandered around the Chen family village, he is not like 
being pointed out by the villagers, so he either stayed at home or elsewhere. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan recently did a very painful thing, he fired all those dozens of self-proclaimed 
scientists and businessmen half a year ago, because they did not meet his requirements, those who 
were scientists did not research a single thing for half a year, businessmen made tens of millions of 
dollars, but the money came from unknown sources, and obviously did something unspeakable. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan signed a trial contract with those dozen people before, so those dozen people can't 
do anything about Chen Haoxuan, after all, they did not complete Chen Haoxuan's task. They were spies, 
not scientists or businessmen, they could only fool people. If Chen Haoxuan had really reused them 
before, they would have found a way to complete the tasks Chen Haoxuan had ordered, but Chen 
Haoxuan had not reused them. Otherwise they could have used their skills to steal other people's 
results, which was their real skill. 
 
 
 
        The pressure on the Secret Service in Rice is enormous! They had started to deal with Chen Hao 
Xuan a few years ago, but they had failed time and again, which made their Secret Service suffer a great 
blow. They have paid a huge price for their efforts against Chen Hao Xuan, losing a lot of money, people 
and materials. 
 
 
 
        Now the economy of Rice is getting worse and worse, while the economy of China is getting better 
and better, the reason is that the products of China are all high-tech products, while the ones of Rice are 
already obsolete. The most popular product among Chinese businessmen is steel. Although Chinese 
steel is twice as expensive as that from Rice, it is a bit more expensive, but it is worth every penny 
because Chinese steel is several times more durable and of better quality than that from Rice. 
 
 
 
        The steel mills opened by Chen Hao Xuan have turned a large part of the steel mills in Rice into 
ordinary steel mills to supply construction companies, and only in this way can they survive. The other 
half closed down because they were victimised by their counterparts, as all the business was taken away 
by their counterparts and they had no money to continue to maintain their factories, so they had to 
close down. 
 



 
 
        On the Chinese side, it can be said that Chen Hao Xuan single-handedly held up the economy of 
China, as it was he who set up countless companies and factories in China, making it possible for many 
jobless people in China to have jobs. Those who worshipped him followed his example and opened 
companies and factories. Although most of them failed, a few of them succeeded. As China's economy 
improved, so did its spending power. This was a good opportunity to make money, so those who wanted 
to do business, did so in droves, which made China's economy even better. 
 
 
 
        The rise of China has made Rice feel panic. China has developed so fast that it has surpassed Rice 
economically, and the only thing that makes Rice feel balanced is that China is not as good as them 
militarily. 
 
 
 
        On this day, Chen Hao Xuan and Yang Lin went together to Xinshan City to check out their business. 
Chen Hao Xuan drove his bullish motorbike and Yang Lin drove his million-dollar BMW. The two arrived 
at the city of Hsinshan, and when they passed a prosperous section, Chen Haoxuan suddenly heard 
someone shouting robbery, he turned his head and saw a youth on the side of the street with a lady's 
purse in his hand, desperately running, while the youth was followed by a fashionably dressed girl, the 
girl desperately chased the youth in front of her, and shouted robbery, there were many people on the 
road, but no one came forward to help the girl. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan he or those kind, he saw after he took out an iron whip from the motorbike, riding a 
motorbike with an iron whip as a weapon, is the best. Chen Hao Xuan drove the motorbike in a few 
seconds to catch up with the robbing youth, Chen Hao Xuan flung the iron whip, a crunching sound, the 
iron whip whip hit the youth's back, the youth immediately fell to the ground, rolling straight in pain. 
This was Chen Haoxuan's mercy, otherwise Chen Haoxuan's strength would have killed the youth with a 
single whip. 
 
 
 
        This time the girl who was robbed finally caught up with the youth, and as soon as she went over, 
she pulled her purse and kept pulling it, and kept saying, "Let go, this is my purse, quickly ......." But the 
youth just wouldn't let go. 
 
 
 
        At that moment, a bald man with five young men peeled through the crowd and came over. As soon 
as he arrived, he yelled at the girl, "Damn b*tch, this purse belongs to my brother's wife, how dare you 
rob it, are you looking for death? I don't want to hit a woman, so you'd better get lost now, or else I 
won't blame you for not knowing how to show mercy." 
 
 



 
        "This purse is mine, and there's my ID card inside! If you don't give me back my purse, I'm going to 
call the police." The girl said timidly, a girl facing so many punks was understandably scared. 
 
 
 
        "Then you call the police!" The bald man said bullishly, then to the youth who had snatched the 
girl's purse, he said, "Let's go and see who dares to stop us." 
 
 
 
        "Don't you go, don't go, give me back my purse ......." The girl was anxious, looking at her anxious 
look, she must have something valuable inside her purse. 
 
 
 
        At that moment, Chen Hao Xuan and Yang Lin came over and they stopped Baldy and the others. 
When Baldy saw Chen Hao Xuan, he immediately knelt down and begged Chen Hao Xuan for mercy: 
"Brother Xuan, spare my life! Please let me go! If you let me go, I will immediately leave Johor Bahru City 
and never come back again ......." 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan froze, when did he have such strength that a small punk would kneel down when he 
saw him? Chen Hao Xuan turned his head to Yang Lin and said, "Yang Lin, what's going on here? You 
didn't tell the punks in Xinsan City to kneel down when they see me, did you?" Yang Lin was now the 
leading boss of the city of Xinshan, which was why Chen Haoxuan was suspicious. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin had an innocent look on his face and said, "Hao Xuan, I don't have that ability!" 
 
 
 
        The girl whose purse was snatched saw that the bald guy was so afraid of Chen Haoxuan, so it was 
as if she had grabbed the straw that saved her life, she ran next to Chen Haoxuan and begged, "This for 
you, sir, you must help me! They have robbed me of my purse." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan said to the bald man, "Give the bag back to the girl." 
 
 
 
        The bald guy didn't think much of it and turned back to his boys and yelled, "Give the bag back to 
the girl." 
 
 



 
        The girl got her purse and thanked Chen Hao Xuan and ran away in a hurry, probably because she 
was afraid of getting into trouble. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan didn't bother with the girl, he curiously said to the bald man who was still kneeling 
in front of him, "Who are you? Why are you kneeling down when you see me." 
 
 
 
        In his heart, the bald man said, "Pretend, just pretend! Don't think I don't know that you are trying 
to find an excuse to torture me." But out of his mouth, he cried out to Chen Haoxuan, "Brother Xuan, 
don't be ridiculous, I'm Zhu Tian! You said you would beat me once you saw me, I ...... I didn't expect to 
see you here. Brother Xuan, please spare me this time! I promise to get the hell out of New City 
immediately and never come back." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan finally remembered and he said with a smile, "Zhu Tian, why do you have nothing to 
do with a bald head? I can't even recognise you, do you want to become a monk?" 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin, who also laughed, said, "Zhu Tian, you're too spineless! Kneeling down when you see Hao 
Xuan, if I were you, I would choose to run away." 
 
 
 
        In his heart, Zhu Tian cursed at Yang Lin, "You pig! Do you think I don't want to run? But if I run, 
where can I run to? Chen Hao Xuan's strength is everywhere, and even you, the leader of the new city, 
are only one of Chen Hao Xuan's minions, so if I run, I'm looking for death!" He could never forget what 
Chen Hao Xuan had done to him. He had gone for plastic surgery because Chen Hao Xuan had broken his 
nose and knocked out his teeth, and in his mind, Chen Hao Xuan was a devil. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan spoke out to Zhu Tian, "What kind of work do you do now?" 
 
 
 
        Zhu Tian squeaked, "I-I'm still working as a gangster, leading a few people to rob and steal for a 
living." 
 
 
 



        When Chen Hao Xuan heard Zhu Tian's words, he cursed him in his heart for his deadly nature, and 
he said coldly, "Go to the police station and turn yourself in! When you get out of jail and never let me 
see you doing bad things again, I will let it go and never look for your trouble again." 
 
 
 
        When Zhu Tian heard Chen Haoxuan's words, he was ecstatic and kowtowed to Chen Haoxuan, 
"Thank you, Brother Xuan, thank you, Brother Xuan ......." Zhu Tian was from Xinshan City, so he didn't 
want to leave Xinshan City, he knew many people in Xinshan City and could live quite well doing 
anything, but if he went elsewhere, he wouldn't be able to, so he hadn't left Xinshan City for this reason. 
 
 
 
        The onlookers were all very curious and were talking about what kind of person Chen Hao Xuan was 
that he came to make a gangster afraid like this and made the gangster ecstatic to turn himself in with 
one word. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan was wearing sunglasses, so the onlookers could not recognize him. As to how Zhu 
Tian recognized Chen Haoxuan, no one knew. 
 
 
 
        "You will turn yourself in now! Remember, if I find out that you didn't turn yourself in, there will be 
no place for you in this world." Chen Haoxuan turned around and left after he finished speaking. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin squatted down and mocked at Zhu Tian, "Zhu Tian, we were classmates anyway, right? You 
shouldn't have done that to Chen Hao Xuan in the first place. Look at me, I'm now the leading boss in 
Xinshan City, and all of my minions add up to several thousand, and I have entertainment venues all 
over Xinshan City, and I plan to expand my business to two or three times as many next year. I'll tell you 
again secretly, my current annual salary is five million RMB, plus all kinds of benefits, mine is almost six 
million RMB, why, envious, right? Hehehe ......." 
 
 
 
        Zhu Tian didn't say anything, but Yang Lin could see that look of envy in his eyes. Zhu Tian how he 
did not expect Chen Hao Xuan to be so powerful at first, if he knew, not only would he not bully Chen 
Hao Xuan, he would have raised Chen Hao Xuan as an ancestor. 
 
 
 
        To be honest, Chen Haoxuan actually had to thank Zhu Tian for being right, because without him, he 
would have come to this world. Remember, it was Zhu Tian who used an apple to hit the previous Chen 
Haoxuan's brain, which brought Chen Haoxuan to this world. 
 



Chapter 449 
 
The city of Hsinshan has now closed down, except for the entertainment establishments under Chen 
Hao Xuan's name. They are not able to compete with Chen Hao Xuan's business, and no one dares to 
cause trouble, while their business, there are thugs coming to collect protection money every day. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan he did not know his entertainment business in the city of Hsinshan, only that he has 
a lot of entertainment business in the city of Hsinshan, but did not know that all the entertainment 
business in the city of Hsinshan is only him, the entire city of Hsinshan can not find entertainment 
venues that are not Chen Hao Xuan. 
 
 
 
        Yang Lin acted as a guide and took Chen Hao Xuan to check out one house after another. Chen Hao 
Xuan came over to take a look because he was uneasy, he was worried that Yang Lin would follow the 
example of those mobsters in the past and do something illegal for the sake of profit, he did not want to 
lose Yang Lin as a friend, so he had to keep a good eye on Yang Lin and not allow him to do anything 
wrong. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan looked at each house and saw that each one was doing well, with all kinds of 
customers, all playing honestly and not making trouble. Chen Hao Xuan and Yang Lin drove around the 
city for a long time and Chen Hao Xuan found that all the entertainment businesses in the city were all 
his and none of the others were. Chen Hao Xuan became suspicious and wondered if Yang Lin had used 
violence to force out those who were in the entertainment business. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan asked and found out that it was not Yang Lin's reason, but the reason of those 
gangsters in Johor Bahru. Chen Hao Xuan's business, the gangsters did not dare to touch it, so they had 
to go to other entertainment venues to collect protection money, and those entertainment venues were 
forced to close down and leave. 
 
 
 
        The fewer entertainment venues there were in the city, the more the thugs collected protection 
money, because they could not continue to live a life of leisure without collecting more. In this way, 
except for Chen Hao Xuan's entertainment establishments, all the others have closed down and gone 
elsewhere to develop. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan had not expected this, if he had known that those punks would be so wild, he would 
have found a way to deal with it. Because it was not a good sign that he was the only one. Because if he 



were to develop his entertainment business to other places, the people doing this aspect of 
entertainment in that place would definitely try to stop him by all means. 
 
 
 
        In order to avoid such a thing, Chen Hao Xuan asked Yang Lin, want to develop is fine, but 
absolutely can not be like the development of the new city, can only open a casino in each city, the 
casino includes a variety of entertainment, I believe that in this way can, avoid a lot of trouble. The 
company's main goal is to make sure that the company's customers are not forced to do business with 
them. 
 
 
 
        The entertainment business has always been the most profitable kind of business, because people 
need entertainment, without it, people will feel depressed. So the money Yang Lin was making now was 
enough for him to develop again for some time, and he had already planned that he would go to the 
capital of China to open the most luxurious casino in the world. 
 
 
 
        The next day, Chen Hao Xuan really saw a news story about Zhu Tian turning himself in in the New 
City newspaper, and the newspaper said that it also mentioned Chen Hao Xuan, saying that Chen Hao 
Xuan made Zhu Tian meekly turn himself in with one word. This made many people wonder if Chen 
Haoxuan was in the mob and how people in the mob were so afraid of others. 
 
 
 
        Zhu Tian was sentenced to two years by the judge, doing two years in prison Zhu Tian was willingly 
and secretly pleased with himself because Chen Hao Xuan did not beat him, but made him go and turn 
himself in obediently. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was not very interested in what happened to Zhu Tian, after all it was so long ago 
that this hatred had faded away in his heart. Chen Hao Xuan was in a seat in the middle of the New City 
newspaper when he saw a news that the hottest TV station in Rice was going to hold a world talent 
show, the first place would get the best packaging from their TV station and a prize money of five million 
dollars, the second place would get the key training from their TV station and a prize money of three 
million dollars, the second place would get their favourite movie company or record label as a star, plus 
a One million dollars in prize money. 
 
 
 
        When he saw this news, Chen Hao Xuan suddenly had an interest in spoofing the competition. If 
they can hold a world class competition, it's not too much for me to hold a national level competition, 
right? Well, let's use the Thousand Buddha Stone Pagoda website as the main focus, whoever wins the 
prize will get the full recommendation of the Thousand Buddha Stone Pagoda website, and a song 



composed by Chen Hao Xuan himself, the prize money for the first place will get 100 million RMB, the 
second place will get 80 million RMB, and the third place will get 60 million RMB ....... 
 
 
 
        When Ina Chen heard this idea of Chen Hao Xuan, the first thing she thought was, would the rice 
people hate Chen Hao Xuan for this, the first place of other people's prize money is only five million 
dollars, while their first place can get 100 million RMB, the difference is not ordinary big, and their 
thousand Buddha stone tower website is one of the biggest websites in the world, full of popularity, any 
star publish her work in the thousand Buddha stone tower website, no matter how It's so easy to 
become a star, no matter how trashy it is. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan is thinking that the current China is developing rapidly, but just because everyone is 
into their work, it is not good to delay this situation for too long. The people of China must be given 
more joy so that they don't become depressed by the workload. 
 
 
 
        No one could have a problem with what Chen Haoxuan decided, and that evening he called Chen 
Yina and the girls together to discuss the details of holding the talent competition. The next day, he got 
a big advertising picture on the Thousand Buddha Stone Pagoda website, so the world was a sensation. 
Many people who were ready to go to Rice for the talent show now changed their attention and were 
ready to go to the talent competition organised by Chen Haoxuan. 
 
 
 
        What made many people who thought they had talent angry was that Chen Hao Xuan actually only 
let Chinese people go to his competition, Chinese overseas Chinese were fine, if other countries were 
exempted, he had money and could not let foreigners earn to go. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan does not have a TV station, nor a newspaper, nor a radio station, nor a news 
agency, but he does have a website and has hired some professional directors to film the show for him 
and then broadcast it live, and he has also hired some of China's more famous stars to be judges, a 
composer, a comedian and a singer. The singer Chen Hao Xuan invited was Song Fangfang, who had 
offered to be a judge herself. 
 
 
 
        A week later, Chen Hao Xuan made a deal with the president of the University of Johor Bahru to 
borrow the gymnasium of the University of Johor Bahru for a few months, and as a token of respect, 
Chen Hao Xuan gave a rent of 10 million RMB. Chen Haoxuan made the place for the competition in the 
open air, with the stage's being higher and the rest being audience seating, with fixed chairs 
everywhere, so that more spectators could be made. 
 



 
 
        Of course, Chen Hao Xuan's money will also earn more, you know, the tickets are very profitable, in 
addition to participate in the competition people need to fill out a personal profile before coming to 
perform, this person profile paper but there is a charge, the money is not much, ten yuan a piece, this 
can also earn a lot of money. Therefore, Chen Hao Xuan will never lose money by organising this talent 
competition. 
 
 
 
        Two weeks later, the China Talent Show competition organised by Chen Hao Xuan started, and in 
order to attract popularity, he sat with the judges on that day and was a judge for a few days for the 
time being. He knew that his fame was no less than that of the howlers and he thought that as long as 
he came, so the audience would be full. 
 
 
 
        As it turned out, the auditorium was only half full for the first talent show, but that half was still 
70,000 to 80,000 people, which is not a small number. On the second day, the auditorium was filled to 
capacity at Chen Hao Xuan's request, which made Chen Hao Xuan a fortune. 
 
 
 
        There were many people coming to the competition, all kinds of people, the youngest being one 
and a half years old and the oldest being ninety-three. The Chinese talent show held by Chen Haoxuan 
was on fire and the whole of China was tuning in. The variety of fresh performances coupled with a few 
interesting judges made the people of China, uncomfortable not to watch. 
 
 
 
        It was all thanks to Chen Hao Xuan's thoughtfulness in hiring a comedian to be the judge, and no, 
the whole show was filled with humorous joy. Chen Hao Xuan was the most popular at the show, and 
the advice he gave was of great benefit to everyone who came to the competition. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan organised such a competition once a day, and when it had been held five times, he 
asked Zhang Tiezhu and Jiang Dong to come on the show. Chen Hao Xuan did not ask them to fight, but 
only asked them to do a beauty of strength. As a result, Zhang Tiezhu and Jiang Dong performed various 
difficult moves on the show, dazzling everyone's eyes and thinking, "Is this still a human being? Strength 
like this. 
 
 
 
        In order to let foreigners see the talent of their Chinese counterparts, Chen Hao Xuan hired many 
interpreters, as long as they were from big countries. 
 
 



 
        So the talent show held in Rice seemed to be insipid. There were many people who went to the 
show, after all, five million dollars, who didn't want it, but very few people went to watch the show, 
because most people went to see the Chinese talent show held by Chen Haoxuan. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan has now reaped the sweetness, he did not expect to make so much money by 
organising such a competition, he now earns more than 10 million RMB a day just from the tickets and 
the 10 RMB entry fee paid by the contestants. That's not all, because he was holding a Chinese talent 
show in the city of Johor Bahru, many people who wanted to see the show came from far and wide to 
live in the city of Johor Bahru, and the fact that they could come meant that they were all rich, and some 
people certainly liked to have fun! So Chen Haoxuan's entertainment business in the city of Johor Bahru 
was doing well, making no less money than if he had organised a Chinese talent show. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan wondered if he would do a world-class dating show after the show was over. Let all 
the single people come to Johor Bahru for a blind date. 
 
 
 
Chapter 450 
 
Unknowingly, Chen Hao Xuan seems to like being a judge, he takes care of his business during the day 
and goes to be a judge at night, which makes him no longer mysterious in front of the world. Unlike 
before, he rarely shows up, except for some press conferences, and even if he does, few people can 
recognise him, because when he goes out, if he doesn't want people to know who he is, he will wear 
sunglasses and that signature outfit he doesn't wear. 
 
 
 
        Now he appears on the China Talent Show every day, so the world feels that Chen Hao Xuan is no 
longer a mystery, and if they want to see him, they go to the China Talent Show, and if they want to get 
up close and personal with him, they go to the China Talent Show. 
 
 
 
        There are 56 nationalities in China and countless cultures, so in this world, China has the most 
cultures of all kinds. I didn't know this before, but when Chen Haoxuan organised the Chinese Talent 
Show, not only foreigners, but even the Chinese people themselves were shocked by their own 
country's culture and talents, not realising that their country had so many strange and weird talents and 
cultures. 
 
 
 
        This Chinese talent show organised by Chen Haoxuan is a trendy reformation for the country. Most 
of the people who performed very well at the China Talent Show were signed away by record 



companies, film and television companies, etc. and became actors and actresses. These people will bring 
a lot of entertainment to China in the future and will make China full of laughter, their existence means 
a lot! 
 
 
 
        The China Talent Show organised by Chen Hao Xuan ended after six months. On the last day of the 
end of the China Talent Show, Chen Hao Xuan himself went to perform, he performed various talents 
and watched all the audience in awe, what does it mean to be a genius, this is a genius, he can do 
everything, this is a real genius. Unlike those people who can dance and are geniuses, or sing and are 
geniuses, these can be considered geniuses, but they are far from geniuses. 
 
 
 
        Once the show, the Chinese Talent Show, was over, Chen Hao Xuan held a blind date show where 
people from all over the world could come and have a blind date. But not just come and have a blind 
date, you have to meet the conditions, first you have to register online, then when people from Chen 
Hao Xuan's side think it is okay, they will inform those who want to get married to get ready, they will go 
over and help them take videos, by the way, then investigate what kind of people those people are, if 
they are bad people, then they cannot be allowed to go on a blind date, if their character is okay, Chen 
Hao Xuan's people will let them go on a fixed day Xinshan City on a blind date show. 
 
 
 
        Nowadays, China has changed a lot, popular music comes from China, fashionable clothes come 
from China, the world's hottest singer comes from China, the best steel comes from China, the most 
advanced technology comes from China, the world's richest people come from China, the most 
populous country is also China, and the best economy is also China ....... China has now replaced Rice as 
the number one economy and has become the richest country in the world. 
 
 
 
        The reason why China has risen to prominence is known to people all over the world. It is the 
industrial trend led by Chen Haoxuan, the fashion trend led by Chen Haoxuan, and the technological era 
led by Chen Haoxuan ....... Chen Hao Xuan is now number one in the world rankings, he did not tell 
others how much money he now has, it is estimated by others, said Chen Hao Xuan is now really rich, 
even if he himself does not say, others also guessed, after all, his company all over the world, in addition 
to many big families in each country are cooperating with him, not counting Chen Hao Xuan's money, 
even if these shares, he is already a rich and powerful figure He is already a very rich man. 
 
 
 
        This world is different from Chen Hao Xuan's world, the country of China in Chen Hao Xuan's world 
is not called China, but China. The world's list of the world's richest people requires an application, and 
when applying, one needs to ask an expert to calculate all their assets. In fact, the experts in charge of 
the world's rich list had no choice but to give the number one spot to Chen Haoxuan, but if they didn't, 
no one would dare to take it! 
 



 
 
        This year's list of the world's richest people was originally ranked first by a Milanese, but once the 
list was released, many people said that it was a fake list of the world's richest people and that the list 
was not real. He has the largest number of companies in the world, and all the big families that are 
ranked in the world are working with him to open companies. Look at the staff of other companies, the 
highest salary of the annual salary of hundreds of millions, such a high salary others can offer, is not this 
proof that others are very rich? 
 
 
 
        Even if Chen Hao Xuan's strength cannot be ranked number one in the world's rich list, but how 
come he cannot even be ranked in the top 100 of the world's rich list, is this not talking blindly? If a man 
of Chen Hao Xuan's calibre can't make it to the top of the list, then why should those with only a few 
tens of billions of dollars, who have so little money, be able to make it? 
 
 
 
        The experts in charge of arranging the annual ranking of the world's wealthy had no choice but to 
put Chen Haoxuan at the top of the list, because they did not know how much Chen Haoxuan's wealth 
was, and Chen Haoxuan did not agree with them to calculate his wealth, so other people's wealth is how 
much money, but Chen Haoxuan's wealth is four words, wealthy. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan is not stupid enough to publish his fortune to the world! He has so much money, can 
other people not be jealous when they see it? He has so much money, how can people not be jealous 
when they see it? If he sold all his properties, he could buy a big country. But unfortunately this is not 
ancient times, even if you have money you cannot buy land that is truly your own. 
 
 
 
        In the past six months, although Chen Hao Xuan has been a judge in the China Talent Show every 
day, he has not been idle during the day, he has continued to develop his business and his company has 
continued to launch new products. He continues to design products that are more than a decade ahead 
of their time and then produce them for sale. All of his products have names, the only one that doesn't 
is the clothes he designs, which is kind of an alternative, but although his designs don't have names, 
people who like his designs call Chen Hao Xuan's clothes, the words. 
 
 
 
        Many people don't know much about Chen Haoxuan, but Chen Haoxuan's subordinates know a lot 
about Chen Haoxuan. In their eyes, Chen Haoxuan is a god of wisdom, with a never-ending supply of 
wisdom, and all kinds of high-tech, art and fashion items keep appearing from his hands. 
 
 
 



        Some people in Rice hate Chen Hao Xuan to death, they are very powerful, but they can't do 
anything to Chen Hao Xuan, poison, Chen Hao Xuan is invulnerable to poison, seems to drink more and 
more healthy, send experts over, Chen Hao Xuan himself is an expert, he has a lot of experts around him 
to protect him, except for sending more than 100,000 people, otherwise it is impossible to take him. The 
only thing you can do is to copy the technology. But they can copy Chen Hao Xuan's products, but they 
can't use them for production, because Chen Hao Xuan's products have applied for brand protection, 
and if you dare to produce them, you will be sued. 
 
 
 
        This time Chen Hao Xuan did not organise any more programmes, but handed over the business to 
his subordinates and asked Chen Yina to supervise them. He has dug a basement in his residence and is 
doing research in it. His business is now on the right track and he can safely hand it over to his 
subordinates and let Chen Yina oversee it again. He was now going to fulfil his wish from his last life, to 
create genetic warriors. 
 
 
 
        The information on the genetic warriors was something he had obtained in the hands of an 
archaeologist, and the beads he had researched before he was reborn into the 21st century were put 
together with the information on these genetic warriors. The information on the genetic warriors was 
incomplete, and because of time, some parts of it had rotted away, so Chen Haoxuan had not been able 
to make the genetic warriors in his last life. 
 
 
 
        In this life, Chen Hao Xuan vowed to research the genetic warrior, and by then, he would truly be 
invincible, with wealth that could rival any country, strength that surpassed all creatures on Earth, and 
countless high-tech technologies. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was researching genetic warriors and basically did not come from the door, except 
for Chen Yina and Jiang Dong and the others, no one could see Chen Hao Xuan, which made many 
people wonder if Chen Hao Xuan had disappeared? It was a good thing that no one was causing trouble, 
otherwise Chen Hao Xuan would have lost a lot of money. 
 
 
 
        This day, Chen Hao Xuan was in his research institute, he sat on a chair and did not move, he was 
deep in thought, he could not perfect the genetic warrior's information for the time being, possibly for 
the rest of his life, so he thought of the white glowing bead, he thought, if he could find that bead, 
maybe he could hope to perfect the genetic warrior's information. But the bead was not a memory, so 
how could he possibly bring the bead to this world. 
 
 
 



        Suddenly Chen Haoxuan jerked to his feet and said excitedly, "Right! Why didn't I think of that! A 
person's physique cannot be strange to the extent that I am. Moreover, I heard that this body I am in 
used to have a lot of illnesses and pains, but ever since I took over this body, this body has never been 
sick, any injury can be fully healed in a short time, no amount of exposure to the sun will make it dark, 
and it is also invulnerable to all poisons, so maybe the beads are inside my body." 
 
 
 
        Thinking of this, Chen Haoxuan immediately used a scanning instrument of his own making to scan 
his body. After the scan was completed, Chen Haoxuan was disappointed that everything was normal. 
So Chen Haoxuan fumed again, for two hours one after the other, and he thought of a way to think that 
the bead would glow, and that he might have come to this world because of the bead, and that there 
might be energy that could have sent him to this world. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan took a dagger and cut his hand, blood immediately flowed out, Chen Hao Xuan did 
not bother to bandage the wound, but reached his hand to the scanning instrument to scan it, his eyes 
stared straight at the display of the scanning instrument. 


